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Good books carefully chosen become friends we visit many times throughout the course of our lives and you will find 
this to be true with The Vomit Factory Written by the late blooming Generation X philosopher writer and stoner 
Alexander T Newport this is a personality explosion in the form of rants conversations dream accounts poetry lists and 
stories It is both unabashed and relentless in its display of psychological nudity a quality nev About the Author The 
Philobabblist Extraordinaire Alexander T Newport is an American modern day Philosopher who writes books for the 
counterculture He is the creator of the Newportian Dreamgame Theory Born in Dayton Ohio in 1964 
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you kids wanna see something cool heres a hi res wireframe cutaway of the infiniti prototype 9 the faux vintage 
electric race car concept that should be lame but  textbooks aug 16 was the 40th anniversary of the death of americas 
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